Martin, Smith Travel To NSA

By BILL LIEBLICH

Two students are representing Rice University today and tomorrow at the Council on Human Relations in Austin, sponsored by the National Student Association (N.S.A.) and by the Student Association of the University of Texas.

Representing Rice are Reed Martin, Student Association President, and Griffin Smith, Thresher Associate Editor.

The Council consists of student presidents, editors, and other interested delegates from member schools of the N.S.A. in Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Louisiana. Non-member schools, including Rice, have also been invited.

Theme for the Council is: “Racial Discrimination in Higher Education and the Students’ Responsibility in Responding to it.” A speech on this subject tonight will be followed by discussion and debate. Tomorrow, panel discussions and workshops will discuss what the student presidents and editors can do concerning racial discrimination.

Delegate Martin said this week in an interview that this N.S.A. council is of particular interest to Rice because of the Monday vote on the Senate Resolution concerning desegregation and because of a possible interest in Rice’s joining the N.S.A.